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ABSTRACT

We present a simple yet effective method for modeling of object
decomposition under combustion. A separate simulation models
the flame production and generates heat from a combustion pro-
cess, which is used to trigger pyrolysis of the solid object. The
decomposition is modeled using level set methods, and can handle
complex topological changes. Even with a very simple flame model
on a coarse grid, we can achieve a plausible decomposition of the
burning object.
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1 INTRODUCTION

There has been an increasing interest within the computer graphics
community for simulation and visualization of natural phenomena
such as water motion, smoke and fire. While recent fire models
[3, 4, 2] are promising, none of them yet model decomposition of
the burning solids and solids are rather treated only as a fuel source.
Some recent visualization research has focused on tracking the mo-
tion of the flame front, yet it assumes the underlying geometry is
fixed. We present a new method for modeling and visualization of
decomposing objects under combustion. A coarse grid fire simula-
tion is implemented to provide the heat distribution and fuel gas mo-
tion required by the model. The heat produced by combustion af-
fects the motion of the air within the computational domain, which
in turn affects the shape and motion of the flame. In addition, this
heat transport allows us to simulate self-ignition of objects away
from the flame itself.

Figure 1: Wooden bunnies, decomposing
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2 SIMPLE FLAME M ODEL

We have implemented a three gas flame simulation that is simple,
stable, and yet capable of simulating a wide and complex variety of
flame and burning effects. This flame model provides the necessary
heat information we use to drive the decomposition process, and
receives the fuel gas that the burning object outputs. We keep track
of three gasses over a grid: fuel, exhaust, and oxidizer. The air flow
is modeled using a modified version of the Stable Fluids [7, 1] ap-
proach. We treat the 3-gas system as a single moving gas, which is
inviscid, incompressible and constant density. The fluid motion is
applied to advect three quantities: fuel gas, exhaust gas, and heat.
Allowing heat to flow enables us to model heat distribution inside
the computational domain. We simulate the combustion process by
combining fuel and oxidizer in a cell, creating additional exhaust
gas and additional heat. We model heat transfer in three stages:
heat transfer in the air, heat transfer between the air and the solid,
and heat conduction within solids. This three-stage heat transfer
model enables us to treat solids with varying thermal properties.
Basic heat convection in air is handled using semi-Lagrangian ad-
vection, simulating moving air currents carrying heat. Radiative
heat transfer is approximated as a diffusion process using implicit
integration, enabling us to distribute the heat coming from the com-
bustion process. Heat transfer inside solids is similarly modeled by
simulating diffusion. For most objects being burned, this heat diffu-
sion is quite slow, and constant through the object. For nonuniform
material, we incorporate variations of thermal conductivity. Heat
transfer between the solid and the air is handled separately.

3 BURNING SOLIDS

Every solid to be burned has two implicit representations. The first
representation is as a signed distance field, a boundary represen-
tation of the solid at zero crossing, which will be used to model
the surface of the decomposing object. The grid resolution we use
depends on how detailed we want our initial/intermediate object
boundaries to be. We will generate intermediate decomposition
states using this representation. The second and complementary
representation is the amount of solid fuel stored in the cells. This
representation usually does not require as fine a grid resolution as
for the distance field. The resolution of these representations can
be adjusted for simulation behavior (both representations) and vi-
sual quality (distance field representation). Although the two rep-
resentations are equivalent, being generated from the same initial
boundary representation, at the start of the simulation, we inten-
tionally allow them to diverge during the simulation. The different
behavior of the two representations during decomposition simula-
tion allows us to consume solid fuel but leave additional material
behind in form of ash residue. Pyrolysis is the process by which a
solid emits combustible gases. Once a solid cell reaches the pyrol-
ysis temperature, a pyrolysis process is applied at every simulation
time step. This temperature can be set low for volatile solids, arbi-
trarily high for nonvolatile solids, or vary through the solid to model
mixed solids. During the pyrolysis step, some of the solid fuel is
converted into fuel gas as a function of the temperature.



Figure 2: Time sequence of a decomposing solid (fire is not displayed for clarity)

4 DECOMPOSITION AS A MOVING BOUNDARY

The decomposition of the burning solid is modeled as a moving
boundary in the distance field representation of the solid. The mo-
tion of the boundary is defined to take place in the direction of the
fuel consumption gradient (from the solid fuel density grid) at a
speed based on the rate of solid fuel consumption.

v = rr ∇
∂F

∂t
(1)

wherev is the velocity,F is the solid fuel set, andrr is the ratio of
burnable vs residue material inside the solid. This ratio is used to
define how much ash is left in the solid once all the fuel has been
used.

The distance field implicit representation of the solid can handle
complex boundaries and topology changes, and also can be easily
polygonized for interactive visualization. We apply level set meth-
ods on the distance field representation to track the moving bound-
ary [6]. We make a significant yet non-trivial simplification to the
level set simulation, which results in much more efficient running
times. We are able to skip the reinitialization step for the distance
field, without introducing any visual artifacts. This is possible be-
cause our object boundary is always “shrinking” inward instead of
moving arbitrarily. The two simulations, flame and decomposition,
are coupled together by the pyrolysis step (transferring fuel from
the solid representation to the fluid representation), and the heat in-
terpolation (transferring heat information from the fluid simulator
to the solid representation). At the beginning of the time step, heat
is exchanged to/from the air. Afterward, the decomposition of each
solid could be run in parallel in separate threads, since there is no
interaction between them until the end of the time step. The de-
composition process needs only to keep track of the derivative of
the solid fuel representation to modify the distance field represen-
tation. At the end of the time step, the newly introduced fuel gas is
passed to the flame simulator, together with the flow velocities.

5 RIGID BODY SIMULATION

As objects decompose, disconnected pieces are created, which
should be detected. The polygons created from the implicit rep-
resentation (the visualization polygons) are used to detect such sep-
arations. Once the separate pieces are detected within the given
solid, we split the volume and distance fields accordingly, creat-
ing two or more separate solid objects. This structure allows us to
simulate the motion of individual pieces, while each still burns and
decomposes inside its local computational domain. For collision
detection, we use a set of particles placed at the vertices of the visu-
alization polygons. Interpolation on the distance field of the other
object directly gives us the approximate distance to the boundary.

6 VISUALIZATION OF DECOMPOSING SOLID

The distance field representation is polygonized by an isosurface
generation using tetrahedral decomposition of the boundary cells

[5]. After each timestep, previous visualization polygons are dis-
carded and new ones are created. This working scheme simplifies
the implementation, yet the lack of frame-by-frame tracking pre-
vents consistent texture coordinate inheritance. Instead, we used
projection methods to map texture coordinates from the implicit
form onto the visualization polygons. We use multiple textures to
display wood in various stages of burning. We switch textures as
the burning progresses, based on the amount of solid fuel released.
A combination of heat and thesolid fuel left / solid fuel initially con-
tainedratio is used to advance the texture index. Here one should
note that in our simulation we do not track the flame front geometri-
cally; a flame front is not even defined. Yet our results still allow us
to visualize the flame front as the solid progresses through textures,
which is the outcome of the underlying simulation.

Figure 3: Textures used in decomposition

7 CONCLUSION

We present a model for decomposing solids under a combustion
process. A simple fire simulation is also presented to simulate sim-
ple combustion and provide the heat to drive the pyrolysis process.
Our system integrates the fire and combustion process together with
the ignition, burning and decomposition of solids. The parameters
available in our model give a great deal of control over both the way
objects burn, and the way the resulting flames behave, and we can
achieve a variety of complex physically-based effects.
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